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August, 2018 : https://www.quakersaustralia.info/Stitches

Minute from Australia Yearly Meeting
We have continued to labour with the divisive matter
noted in the Quaker Narrative Embroidery Report in
Documents Advance and the Preparatory Session
Report. We note there are continuing concerns and
Friends are not in unity in this matter.
We trust that Friends in Stitches have among
and within them inner resources to share and
develop on their Stitchery spiritual journey.

and recorded Tasmanian Aboriginal legends. The
authenticity of the recording of these stories is now
in question. As new evidence and perspectives arise
our understanding of historical events and their
meanings deepen and grow. We need to remain
open and recognise that we may have been
mistaken.
Therefore, we offer the following Minute:
Since we have no control over material in the public
domain, we agree to withdraw the Francis Cotton
panel from the AYM website at this time.

There are tasks to be done by each person,
sometimes alone and sometimes in the gathered
stillness with others, patiently completing their part
stitch by stitch. There are times to come together as
Friends in Stitches and with other Ffriends, to share
the joy of spiritual discovery in what is now
complete and what is in progress.

We note that the present edition of Australian
Quaker Narrative Embroidery: Friends in Stitches
pp35-36 includes alternative explanations and
narratives about the questioned authenticity
represented in this panel. Further information may be
brought to light to be included with the explanations
about the panel’s authenticity when the embroidery
is displayed and sent out with copies of the book.

We hear of the dilemma and pain concerning the
panel reflecting a story passed down through the
Cotton family. The story is that Francis Cotton heard

We note this is a continuing concern amongst
Friends.
Docs in Retrospect p31
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Both the Spiritual Comfort in
the Mountains (above) and
Burundi Family of Friends
panels were mounted and
displayed for the first time at
Yearly Meeting.
Well done to all the Friends
who worked on them over
the years.
Spiritual Comfort: Heather
Stuart, Evelyn Prendergast,
Margaret Fox, Wilma
Davidson, Ellan, Kay Cotter.
Burundi Friends: Rex
Addison Ellan, Anne
Spooner, Suella Lanceley

"
"
"
"

"
This panel design
was drafted at Yearly
Meeting by Judy
Wollan, Ellen and
Mary Grbavac.
Extensive
consultation with
Queensland Friends
was possible. It
celebrates the Kelvin
Grove rainforest
arboretum. Judy
Wollan from Gold
Coast Worshipping
Group is now
stitching it. It shows
the pine plantation
being cleared and
the successful reforestation project
around Kelvin Grove
Meeting House.

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
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Letters
From Cathy Davies to Rowe Morrow
About the Broken Hill panel
It was lovely to see you at YM, even though it was for
only a few minutes.
I was delighted you had taken the time to look and
comment on the Morris’s panel. It had gone to
another meeting who altered it. It has now been left
with me to redraw and get going once again.

Jacque, our lovely AYM secretary, has helped with
some more articles and I checked a few as well.

"
"

Here are some good references.
http://www.aabr.org.au/images/stories/resources/
newsletters/AABR_News_134.pdf This group
recognises and celebrates these Quakers much more
than we Quakers do. To how many Quakers is the
Morris name known in their Household? The
tapestry will help with this.

"

Rowe

Hope next time we see each other we have a chance
to say more than hello.
Cathy
From Rowe to very dear Cathy, Tessa and Sally:

"

Thank you very much for your email. I hadn’t
known you were taking over this panel and I was
leaving just as we met. It was good to see you
looking so well. I’m sorry we couldn’t talk longer
at that time.

"

About Bertie and Margaret: Having visited Broken
Hill at the 50th anniversary of the Australian Bush
Regenerator’s celebration of the Morris’s and then
written an article about them, I was careful to check
my references and to provide good photos.

"

The contribution of the the Morris’ was huge and
globally significant. They preceded the work on the
dustbowl in USA which was a later, but gets much
more publicity. They contributed by deriving
principles for bush regeneration which are used to
this day. They began an Australian wide movement
and one which I could well use in Iraq and
Afghanistan which are so degraded. They
demonstrated principle and a leading ‘concern’ in
Quaker terms. They are celebrated by those who
recognise the concepts and skills they developed
then are still critically needed today - especially
facing climate change. They showed two sides of a
fence - once completely desert and shifting sands
and the other.....natural regeneration called assisted
regen because all you have to do is remove the
offending animals such as rabbits, camels, goats and
sheep and, Nature who is merciful, restores the land.
This is a dramatic story and so are the visual results.

"
"
"
"

They were fabulous.
This is the article I wrote for the Australian Friend.
https://australianfriend.org/where-quaker-visionariesdefied-desertification-and-local-denialists/

From Bridget Guest- about the Dunera Boys
Thank you for the newsletter – I do enjoy reading all
your news. I find them a lovely way of keeping in
touch. I’m very impressed with how everything is
progressing.

"
"

I’m writing regarding the note from Charles of the
Dunera Boys tapestry that we are doing here…
We were unable to fit all the details within the panel,
which is always the case when trying to tell the
whole story, including what happened afterwards, in
such a small space. However the full story, including
what became of some of the men, is within the book
written by Roy Wilcock – I think the book should go
alongside the Tapestry… You can download the book
here from our blog page: https://www.quakertapestry.co.uk/embroidery/dunera-boys-story/
We always have the book available for visitors to
pick up and read when we are embroidering the
panel within the exhibition.
Could you let Charles know please?
Many thanks,
Bridget
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A Large Amount of Business

"
"

by Sally O’Wheel
Tessa, Mary, Judy, Ellan and I held a meeting at YM. It
was a great opportunity to meet face to face and
make some decisions.
Top of our list was the storage of the panels.
We agree that as much as possible they should be
displayed. As it is difficult to manage all 20 panels
we decided to break them into groups and spread
them around the country, gathering them together for
YM and for major exhibitions should they be
organised. A Library record of the panels will be
created, saying who has each panel and where.
For now, the panels have mostly gone to
Melbourne with Tessa. We bought an art satchel and
I tried it out taking three panels back to Tasmania on
the plane. Aside from nearly being left on the
Leichhardt bus, they travelled well, going into the
plane as ‘Fragile Oversized’ but not attracting any
extra cost. We will now buy more satchels.
We plan to gather in Adelaide in late
November, possibly 22nd to 26th. We wanted to
meet with the SA Stitching Group and we hoped that
some WA stitchers might make it that far. It is so
good to be together and stitch together. After that
meeting the panel collection will be broken up until
YM in 2019. Every one can take some back to their
regions.
Cathy has been storing a large amount of
‘stuff’ and wants to be rid of it. At the moment it is
at Tessa’s Place, (thank you Kevin Spratt and Bruce
Henry for transporting it). Tessa and I will go through
it and sort out what’s what. I will take some of it back
in my car to Tas, (on the way home from Adelaide.)
and some of it may go to other Friends’ communities.
We need an inventory of what we have so that
everyone can access it.
There is a need for a video demonstrating
the whole process of creating a panel, from design
stage to complete work. Tessa and Judy are going to
look into this and then we can share it on the
website and in the newsletter.
Questions of conservation of panels were
raised. Ellan is going to research how often and for
how long panels should go into the freezer to kill
insects. A record of this can be kept on our Panel
library information.
We discussed the problem with the soft
cover book and you can read about the final upshot
of that in this newsletter.
We were very pleased to have had such a
productive meeting for business!

""
"
"
"

The Book
By Tessa Spratt
For months now, Jill Parris, Sally O’Wheel and I have
worked to produce the Friends in Stitches book and I
was thrilled when it finally came to fruition. I
drooled over the copy that I was sent. Not quite as
crisp as the computer showed it, but I loved the book
anyway.
Sadly, when the books arrived at Yearly meeting we
found that some of the pictures in the soft cover
version are pixelated. As the pictures in the hard
copy were ok, we thought we could get them reprinted and we offered to replace the soft cover
books.
I got straight in touch with the publisher on my
return to Melbourne after Yearly Meeting but we
learned that the problem with the photos wasn’t the
fault of the printer. Jill realised that the file had got
corrupted while she was uploading it – so then,
Friends, I did not quite know what to do.
Publications Committee have come to the rescue
and have taken over with my willing consent. They
will have it laid out again and probably exchange
many of the pictures. It will very much be Edition 2
because at the same time, we can move the four
panels that were completed at Yearly Meeting into
the Completed Panels Section. Publications also
want to standardise the text. It may not be ready until
next Yearly Meeting. This time we will hasten slowly!
We are still selling the books for $30 each – apart
from those few pictures it is beautiful and most
people’s reaction to it is that it is very reasonably
priced. We are not making a profit on it – if we
were, we’d drop the price. If you’d like a copy, just
drop me an email. Or If you would like a refund
back on the book you bought at Yearly Meeting,
please contact me. cstitches@quakersaustralia.info
When Edition 2 is printed, we will make it available
to anyone who bought edition 1 at a discount, but
we hope you understand Friends that we are now
unable to replace the pixilated copy you already
bought.

